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another interesting feature of hiarcs chess explorer is that you can easily save you analysis and
game data to the database. this way you will be able to quickly return to any analysis or game,
quickly switch between different analyses or games, quickly show the database to anyone, etc. the
program allows you to easily save any analysis to the database, regardless of its rating and time
control. the database can be synchronized with any number of high-class chess servers. it also has a
kind of a history that contains a significant part of your games, which can be searched and viewed
with ease. hiarcs chess explorer allows you to quickly adjust the analysis speed of an analyzed
game. you can play an average game at the fastest level, which is the level set by default, or you
can play a very fast game, adjusted on the fly. moreover, its engine settings can be easily
customized (you can speed up or slow down analysis, adjust moves per minute, and a number of
other essential options). komodo 14+ is the first upgrade that adds new features to support a wider
range of chess opening styles, uses an improved tree search and hardware acceleration and includes
english language support for the first time. komodo 14+ has a completely new interface. a shiny new
gui allows you to view your position and arrange your moves directly in a board environment. this is
designed to maximise the use of screen space to allow your whole chessboard to fit on your screen,
making it easier to view and play. it is also designed to maximise your game window, hiding the
board edges and small cells in the corner when not playing, making it easier to focus your attention
on your game.
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in terms of functionality, komodo chess is a powerhouse. the program is packed with features.
moreover, the user interface is easy to use and the program is extremely responsive. in fact,

komodo is known for its performance. due to its many features, it is also among the most powerful
chess programs available. that said, the program is not completely free of bugs. however, it is one of

the most reliable and powerful chess engines available. what is more, komodo is also extremely
stable and reliable. all in all, hiarcs chess explorer is undoubtedly among the best options for

learning and practicing chess. the product is available in two versions. regrettably, this one is not the
most powerful mainly because it uses the single-core version of world champion hiarcs 14. hiarcs

chess explorer is, as the name suggests, a superb new chess program for pc and mac chess players
which can run on both pc windows and apple macintosh os x computers. it offers an innovative and

intuitive new graphical user interface together with the current world chess software champion
hiarcs chess engine. this unique combination is refreshingly easy to use and includes many new
features for chess preparation, analysis and training for players of all abilities from beginner to

grandmaster. it has specialised features to help weaker chess players improve their chess including
special weakened opponents, a chess coach which can demonstrate mistakes, show improvements
and help you improve your chess. hiarcs chess explorer is a superb new chess program for pc and

mac chess players which can run on both pc windows and apple macintosh os x computers. it offers
an innovative and intuitive new graphical user interface together with the current world chess

software champion hiarcs chess engine. this unique combination is refreshingly easy to use and
includes many new features for chess preparation, analysis and training for players of all abilities

from beginner to grandmaster. it has specialised features to help weaker chess players improve their
chess including special weakened opponents, a chess coach which can demonstrate mistakes, show

improvements and help you improve your chess. 5ec8ef588b
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